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Causality in Quantum Physis, the Ensembleof Beginnings of Time, and the DispersionRelations of Wave funtionPubliation No.Yoshihiro Sato, Ph.D.The University of Texas at Austin, 2008Supervisor: Arno BohmThis dissertation disusses a onsequene of the limitation on ausality origi-nated in smallness of a quantum system. In quantum physis, disturbane dueto a measurement is not negligible. Beause of this fat, the time parameter tannot be identi�ed as a time ontinuum of experimenter's lok T on whihobserved events are reorded. Indeed, it will be shown that t represents anensemble of time intervals on T during whih a mirosystem travels undis-turbed. In partiular t = 0 represents the ensemble of preparation events thatvi



we refer to as the ensemble of beginnings of time. This restrits t to range thepositive real line only, but suh a time evolution of quantum states annot beahieved in the Hilbert spae. Hene one needs the time asymmetri bound-ary ondition in whih only the semigroup time evolution is allowed. Thisboundary ondition is haraterized by the energy wave funtions of quantumstate (and of observables) satisfying the Hilbert transform, alled in physisthe dispersion relation.The time asymmetri boundary ondition is formulated as a pair ofHardy rigged Hilbert spaes. They are developed to inorporate Einstein'sausality. Within the framework of Hardy rigged Hilbert spae, deayingstates are desribed by Gamow vetors, and they are assoiated to S-matrixpoles in the lower-half omplex energy plane. This framework provides onea non-perturbative desription of a deaying partile. From the Gamow ve-tors, exponential deay law of a relativisti partile is derived. Finally theneutral kaon deay experiment and the Z-boson resonane are disussed asappliations.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
It has been nearly eighty years sine Kr�onig [1℄ and Kramers [2℄ found a rela-tion between ausality and an analytiity of a omplex refrative index. Theausality ondition they employed was that a signal annot travel faster thanthe speed of light, and the analytiity derived from it was given as a simpleintegral formula relating a dispersive proess to an absorption proess [3℄. Thisanalytiity is generally referred to as dispersion relation. It was Kr�onig [4℄ who�rst gave the proof that the dispersion relation is the neessary and suÆientondition for the ausality ondition to be satis�ed. Sine then, the dispersionrelation has been generalized and used in may branhes of physis [3, 5℄. Innon-relativisti quantum physis, Shutzer and Tiomno [6℄ derived a disper-sion relation of a S-matrix element for the sattering of partiles by a �niterange satterer; their ausality ondition was that the out-going sattered wavemust be zero for all times before the in-going inident wave hits the satter-ing enter [7℄. This work was ritiized and generalized by van Kampen [8℄,and its even more general derivation was given later by Wigner [9℄. In rela-tivisti quantum physis, Gell-Mann, Goldberger, and Thirring [10℄ derived a1



dispersion relation of S-matrix elements from their ausality ondition, alledmirosopi ausality, that the ommutator (or antiommutator for fermions)of two Heisenberg �eld operators taken at spae-like points vanish. This hasbeen providing a non-perturbative method in quantum �eld theory [11℄.This dissertation presents a new dispersion relation in quantum physis,a dispersion relation that the wave funtions of state and of observable sat-isfy in the energy representation. The ausality ondition we employ hereis the quantum physis version of \ause and e�et" disussed in detail byLudwig [12℄ and his shool. This is a statement, whih is now alled thepreparation-registration arrow of time [13℄, that a state �rst must be preparedby a preparation apparatus before an observable an be deteted in it by theregistration apparatus. On applying this ausality ondition, we notie a seri-ous limitation due to smallness of a quantum system as stated by Dira [14℄:\Causality applies only to a system whih is left undisturbed." We shall hereaept this limitation as a phenomenologial priniple, in stead of onsideringthe ollapse-of-wave-funtion axiom in theory of measurement.On the basis of the preparation-registration arrow of time and the small-ness of quantum system, we will derive in Chapter 2 that the time evolutionof a quantum state and of an observable are restrited to 0 � t < 1. Thistype of time evolution is alled the semigroup time evolution. It will be shownin Chapter 3 that the Hilbert spae boundary ondition does not aommo-date the semigroup time evolution, so one needs another boundary ondition.Hene we introdue the time asymmetri boundary ondition whih has beenimplemented for a uni�ed theory of resonane and deay [15℄. This is a pairof Hardy rigged Hilbert spaes; our purpose for using it is twofold: to at-tain the semigroup time evolution and to provide Dira's bra-ket formalism2



a mathematial ounterpart. It is this abstrat vetor spae that yields thedispersion relation of the energy wave funtion of state and of observable asHardy funtions. It should be noted that the Hardy funtion analyti in theupper omplex semi-plane is indeed what has been known as ausal trans-form [3, 5℄. We also de�ne the S-matrix elements as a transformation funtionbetween two di�erent Hardy rigged Hilbert spaes. In Chapter 4, we inor-porate the relativisti ausality. In Chapter 5, we introdue the relativistiGamow vetor to disuss neutral kaon deay experiment and the mass andwidth determination of Z-boson resonane.
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Chapter 2
Causality in Quantum Physis
We begin our disussion by de�ning a mirosystem, a quantum system thatundergoes non-trivial time evolution. After reviewing time evolution of satesand observables in Se. 2.1, we impose the ausality ondition in Se. 2.2.2.1 Preparation and registration of mirosys-tems { states and observablesA mirosystem is a physial objet that an be deteted by a marosopimeasuring apparatus [12℄. It is a \small" system, e.g., a partile, in the sensethat disturbane due to an observation annot be negleted1. In experiments,as shown in Fig. 2.1, a mirosystem is �rst prepared by a preparation apparatus(e.g., aelerator), and they are subjeted to a registration apparatus (e.g.,detetor). A result of experiment, namely a relation between preparation and1Dira has disussed a limit to the �niteness of one's power of observation and thesmallness of the aompanying disturbane [14℄. If the disturbane is not negligible, thesystem being observed is said to be \small". 4



registration, is desribed by quantum mehanis.
Preparation Apparatus Registration Apparatus

Microsystem

Figure 2.1: Experiment with mirosystems. Mirosystems are �rst preparedby a preparation apparatus then observed by a registration apparatus.Performing preparation under the same ondition would result in anensemble of mirosystems. This ensemble is represented by a quantum statewhih is most generally desribed by a density operator. For the sake ofsimpliity we restrit ourself here to a speial ase of it, a pure state, whosedensity operator is a projetion operator � = j�ih�j satisfying �2 = �. Itsonstituent vetor j�i is a state vetor whih belongs to an abstrat vetorspae �state; the Hilbert spae H is ommonly hosen as �state in axiomatiquantum mehanis [16, 17℄. Hereafter, we all suh a state desribed by avetor j�i the state �.Measurements of a physial quantity with the registration apparatus isrepresented by an observable O. In the Hilbert spae, O is desribed by aselfadjoint operator; its eigenkets form a omplete set fjoiig. If one performsa single measurement with O on a mirosystem prepared in the state �, theresult one obtains is one of the eigenvalues oi with a probability wi = jhoij�ij2.Hene the expetation value of the measurement is given by hOi � h�jOj�i =Pi oiwi.In the experimental arrangement in Fig 2.1, every mirosystem must�rst be prepared before it an be registered [12℄; this statement is alled thepreparation-registration arrow of time [13℄. Aording to this ausality, the5



registration of O an take plae anytime but only after preparation of thestate � has been ompleted. This time evolution is desribed by a dynamialequation. In the Shr�odinger piture the state evolves in time obeying theShr�odinger equation2, i ddt j�(t)i = H j�(t)i; (2.1a)where H is the Hamiltonian operator of the mirosystem under onsidera-tion. Equivalently in the Heisenberg piture the observable evolves in time byobeying the Heisenberg equation,�idO(t)dt = [H;O(t)℄ ; (2.1b)and the state vetor j�i is time independent. If j�i is prepared at time t0, thesolutions of Eqs. (2.1a) is given by,j�(t)i = e�iH(t�t0) j�i; (2.2a)provided ddtH = 0, and the solution of Eq. (2.1b) is given byO(t) = eiH(t�t0)Oe�iH(t�t0): (2.2b)In these dynamial pitures, the expetation value of a measurement is ex-
2We take natural unit system in whih ~ = 1.6



pressed as hOit = h�(t)jOj�(t)i in the Shr�odinger piture (2.3a)= h�jO(t)j�i in the Heisenberg piture: (2.3b)
On integrating the Shr�odinger equation (2.1a) to obtain the solu-tion (2.2a), a boundary ondition, the abstrat vetor spae �state, has beentaitly assumed. If one takes the Hilbert spae H for the boundary ondition,i.e., �state = H, the time parameter t in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) must range thewhole real line, �1 < t <1 [18℄. In the following setion, we will show thatthis does not meet the physial requirement from ausality.2.2 The ensemble of beginnings of time andthe limitation on time evolutionThe preparation-registration arrow of time we have employed is a general state-ment on \ause and e�et" whose appliation is not neessarily restrited toa mirosystem; it ould equally be applied to any \large" objet whih obeysthe laws of lassial physis. In quantum physis, however, there is a limita-tion on appliation of ausality due to the smallness of a mirosystem. Thispriniple given by Dira3 we now quote: \Causality applies only to a systemwhih is left undisturbed. If a system is small, we annot observe it with-out produing a serious disturbane and hene we annot expet to �nd anyausal onnexion between the results of our observations." As a result, the3See setion 1 of Ref [14℄. 7



best we an expet from the observations (measurements) is a probability. Inaordane with this phenomenologial priniple, therefore, a desription ofa ausal onnetion by the dynamial equations is possible only between twosuessive measurements, the preparation and the registration, during whihthe mirosystem is left undisturbed4 . Consequently one a mirosystem isprepared in a state, any previous information about this mirosystem is om-pletely destroyed, and hene it is impossible for one to trae bak with thedynamial equations.To express this phenomenologial priniple in a mathematial form, letus �rst disuss the preparation of mirosystems. For de�niteness, we hereonsider an ensemble of N idential mirosystems (e.g., eletrons) all to beprepared in the same state �. (Here N an be arbitrary large number.) Ina laboratory, an experimenter would omplete this preparation by performingmeasurements under the same ondition, and the preparation events would bereorded referring to the experimenter's lok T . Let us denote the preparationinstant of i-th mirosystem by Ti. As a result of this preparation, one obtainsan ensemble of preparation events at fT1; T2; � � � ; TNg, that we refer to theensemble of beginnings of time [19℄. Sine this ensemble desribes the times atwhih the same state � is prepared, all of these times must be mapped ontoexatly the same point t = t0 as shown in Fig. 2.2. Without loss of generalityone an set t0 for 0, and thus we denote the ensemble of beginnings of time ast = 0 : fT1; T2; � � � ; TNg for the state �: (2.4)Note that eah Ti in this ensemble is ompletely individual, i.e., there is no4See setion 27 of Ref [14℄. 8
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Figure 2.2: The ensemble of beginnings of time for the state �.orrelation. In order to illustrate this fat, we shall here present two extremelydi�erent but ompletely equivalent ways of the preparation. At one extreme,one an prepare all of the N mirosystems simultaneously (but in general atdi�erent plaes) at one instant of time on the experimenter's lok, say T 0. Inthis way all of the preparation times in Eq. (2.4) would be equal,T 0 = T1 = T2 = � � � = TN : (2.5)Although this is possible in priniple it is very diÆult to ahieve in pratie.A more realisti way is then given at the other extreme: One an work withonly one single mirosystem at a time and repeat its preparation N times.Examples of this are the single-ion experiments [20℄, where the mirosystem(single ion) is prepared in an unstable state for N = 100� 200 times. In suhan experiment, preparation events take plae in hronologial order asT1 < T2 < � � � < TN ; (2.6)and hene they are all di�erent from one another.9



Now we turn our attention to the time evolution of the states andobservables. For eah of the N preparation events (2.4), there orresponds aregistration event of observable O. Let us here denote the time of registrationevent by T 0i for the i-th individual mirosystem. Then one obtains the ensembleof the \ends of time,"fT 01; T 02; � � � ; T 0Ng for observable O: (2.7)In aordane with the preparation-registration arrow of time, the registrationevent at T 0i must always be later than its orresponding preparation event atTi, that is T 0i � Ti for i = 1; 2; � � � ; N (2.8)where equality holds when the registration follows immediately after the prepa-ration. Finally, as shown in Fig 2.3, from the ensembles (2.4) and (2.7) oneobtains an ensemble of time intervals ft1; t2; � � � ; tNg during whih the mi-rosystems were left undisturbed from any measurements,t1 = T 01 � T1;t2 = T 02 � T2;...tN = T 0N � TN : (2.9)Here ti � 0 must hold beause of the preparation-registration arrow oftime (2.8). Now we draw a onlusion from Eq. (2.9): the time parameter10
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Figure 2.3: The preparations and the registrations in the experimenter's timeT and the quantum mehanial parameter t. All of the preparation times(beginnings of time) are mapped onto t0 = 0. Then the time intervals betweenthe preparation and the registration are mapped onto the time parameter t.t represents the ensemble of time-intervals during whih the system evolvedundisturbed, t : ft1; t2; � � � ; tNg: (2.10)Beause eah of the time intervals is always positive we have0 � t <1: (2.11)This is a general expression of the preparation-registration arrow of time inquantum physis.In aordane with Eq. (2.11), the expetation value hOit makes phys-ial sense only for t � 0. This means that the boundary ondition for theShr�odinger equation (2.1a) must be hosen suh that its general solution is
11



given by j�(t)i = e�iHt j�i for 0 � t <1 only: (2.12a)Alternatively in the Heisenberg piture, the solution of Eq. (2.1b) must begiven by O(t) = eiHtO e�iHt for 0 � t <1 only: (2.12b)Suh a time evolution (2.12) is alled semigroup, beause the time evolutionoperator e�iHt of the state has no inverse (e�iHt)�1.

12



Chapter 3
Boundary Condition for theSemigroup Time Evolution
The solutions of the Shr�odinger equation (2.1a) depend upon boundary on-dition, i.e., the onditions whih spae the state vetors j�(t)i belong to. Aswe have disussed, one has to �nd a boundary ondition whih leads to thesemigroup time evolution (2.12).3.1 Why not the Hilbert spaeUnder the Hilbert spae boundary ondition (or the Hilbert spae axiom of thestandard (axiomati) quantum mehanis), the state vetors are postulatedto be elements of the Hilbert spae, j�(t)i 2 H. As a onsequene of this,one obtains from the Stone-von Neumann theorem [18℄ that the solutions ofthe di�erential equation (2.1a) with a selfadjoint Hamiltonian H are givenby unitary group U y(t) � e�iHt with �1 < t < 1, whih means the time13



evolution in Eq. (2.2a) is given byj�(t)i = e�iHt j�i with �1 < t <1: (3.1)This disagrees with our phenomenologial onlusion (2.11), whih suggestedthat Eq. (2.12a) must hold.In sattering theory, one overomes this disrepany between (3.1) andthe phenomenologial result (2.12a) by employing the propagator or retardedGreen's funtion [7, 21℄ G(t),G(t) = �(t) e�iHt = 8<: e�iHt for 0 � t <1;0 for �1 < t < 0: (3.2)This removes the unwanted negative-time part, however, suh a solution ofEq. (2.1a) no longer belongs to the Hilbert spae. The impossibility of Hilbertspae vetors j�(t)i with the property thatZ 1�1 dt h�(t)jOj�(t)i = 0; (3.3)as would be the ase for j�(t)i = G(t)j�i given by Eq. (3.2), is also theonsequene of a mathematial theorem [22℄.Thus, although the Hilbert spae has been suessful hoie for eigen-states of disrete energy whih have trivial time evolution (stationary states),it does not aommodate the semigroup time evolution (2.12) derived fromthe phenomenologial ausality ondition.
14



3.2 The Hardy spae for statesNow we show that one an formulate the time asymmetri boundary ondi-tion [15℄ for the time symmetri di�erential equation (2.1a) and that it leadsto the semigroup time evolution.Sine the time asymmetri boundary ondition takes the form of riggedHilbert spae (RHS) [23℄, we shall here develop some notations neessary forsubsequent disussion. In Dira's bra-and-ket formalism, every state vetorj�i is expanded with respet to the eigenkets of an operator with a ontinuousas well as disrete set of eigenkets. In order for us to work with the simplestrepresentation of the time evolution operator e�iHt, we here employ the energyand angular momentum eigenkets jE ` `3i that satisfy the eigenvalue equations,H jE ` `3i = E jE ` `3i; 0 < E <1 (3.4a)L2 jE ` `3i = `(`+ 1) jE ` `3i; ` = 0; 1; 2; � � � (3.4b)L3 jE ` `3i = `3 jE ` `3i; `3 = �`;�` + 1; � � � ; `; (3.4)and a normalizationhE 0`0`03jE ` `3i = Æ(E 0 � E) Æ`0` Æ`03`3: (3.5)Assuming a spherially symmetri Hamiltonian, [H;L℄ = 0, and negletingthe spin for simpliity, the expansion of the state vetor [14℄ is given byj�i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3i�``3(E); (3.6)
15



where �``3(E) � hE ` `3j�i is the energy wave funtion1. With this expansion,one has the one-to-one orrespondene between a boundary ondition �statefor solutions of the Shr�odinger equation and a funtion spae for the energywave funtions. For example, if one hoses for �``3(E) a smooth and rapidlydereasing funtion of E, then its funtion spae is the Shwartz spae S [17℄,i.e., �``3(E) 2 S(R+), where R+ denotes the range of energy eigenvalue. In thetheory of RHS, there orresponds S(R+) an abstrat vetor spae �, whih isa partiular dense subspae of the Hilbert spae, � � H. The state vetor isthen an element of the abstrat vetor spae, j�i 2 �. On the other hand,the eigenkets (3.4) with normalization (3.5) are not elements of � or H, butelements of the abstrat vetor spae �� for funtionals (distributions, suhas the delta funtion [17℄) over the Shwartz spae S�, that is jE ` `3i 2 ��.These three abstrat vetor spaes all together make a rigged Hilbert spaealled Shwartz RHS2, � � H � ��: (3.7)Now, in the expansion (3.6), the time asymmetri boundary onditionrequires of the state energy wave funtion not only to be a Shwartz funtionS(R+) but also to be an analyti funtion in the lower-half omplex (energy)
1This is more ommonly alled the partial wave, but to make a lear distintion betweenpartial wave of S-matrix (sattering amplitude) and this wave funtion we shall onsistentlyuse a terminology \energy wave funtion" for the representative.2Dira has emphasized in Ref [14℄ \The bra and ket vetors that we now use form amore general spae than a Hilbert spae." The funtional spae �� is this general spae. Itfollows from this that the operators in Eq. (3.4) are more general than those in the Hilbertspae. 16



semi-plane that satis�es the following ondition:Z 1�1 dE j�+̀̀3(E + iy)j2 <1 for any y < 0: (3.8)Here the supersript \+" indiates the analytiity of the wave funtion3. Suha funtion is alled a Hardy funtion analyti in the lower omplex semi-plane,or Hardy funtion from below in short [15, 24℄, and we denote its funtionspae4 by S�(R+), �+̀̀3(E) 2 S�(R+): (3.9)Note that in Eq. (3.8) it seems problemati that the funtion values on thenegative real-axis (of energy), whih annot be reahed by experiment, areneeded to perform the integral. For Hardy funtions, however, these valuesan be reonstruted from its boundary values on the positive-real axis5 [25℄,and hene the Hardy funtion �+̀̀3(E) is ompletely determined by their valuesfor the physial energies 0 < E <1. It may also be noted that Eq. (3.8) (alongwith the required analytiity) is neessary and suÆient ondition for that the
3This \+" sign has its origin in the sattering theory; in-state prepared by an aeleratorhas been onventionally denoted by j�+i.4This is a funtion spae for \smooth" Hardy funtions. The funtion spae S�(R+ ) isde�ned by the intersetion of the Shwartz spae S and the funtion spae of the Lebesguesquare-integrable funtions of Hardy lass H2� restrited to R+ , i.e., S�(R+ ) � �S \ H2��R+.This allows one to obtain the Hardy RHS.5This is by virtue of the van Winter theorem of Hardy funtions17



energy wave funtion ful�lls the Hilbert transform,Re �+̀̀3(E) = � 1� P Z 1�1 d! Im �+̀̀3(!)! � E ; (3.10a)Im �+̀̀3(E) = 1� P Z 1�1 d! Re �+̀̀3(!)! � E ; (3.10b)where P designates the Cauhy prinipal value. In physis, Eq. (3.10) is alleddispersion relation [7, 26℄ whih often appears in onnetion with ausality.It has been shown by Gadella that the Hardy funtions provide a riggedHilbert spae, alled the Hardy RHS, denoted by �� � H � ��� [27℄. Statedgenerally, the time asymmetri boundary ondition requires of the state � tobe desribed by a state vetor j�+i in the Hardy spae ��. In the Hardy RHS,there exists for every vetor j�+i 2 �� a set of eigenkets jE ` `3 +i 2 ��� 6H jE ` `3 +i = E jE ` `3 +i; 0 < E <1 (3.11a)L2 jE ` `3 +i = `(`+ 1) jE ` `3 +i; ` = 0; 1; 2; � � � (3.11b)L3 jE ` `3 +i = `3 jE ` `3 +i; `3 = �`;�` + 1; � � � ; `; (3.11)with a normalizationh+E 0`0`03jE ` `3 +i = Æ(E 0 � E) Æ`0` Æ`03`3 ; (3.12)
6The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.11a) should be denoted by H�� . The Hamiltonian operatorsH� on �� are de�ned as the restrition of the selfadjoint Hamiltonian on the Hilbert spae,H , to the dense subspaes �� of H. The operator H�� are the uniquely de�ned extensionsof the operator H = Hy to the spaes ���. In this artile, however, we denote all thedi�erent Hamiltonian operators as H , for their mathematial di�erenes are immaterial forour purpose. 18



suh that j�+i an be written asj�+i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3 +i�+̀̀3(E); (3.13)where �+̀̀3(E) � h+E ` `3j�+i. This means that one has the one-to-one orre-spondene between the state vetor j�+i and its energy wave funtion �+̀̀3(E)as j�+i 2 ��  ! �+̀̀3(E) 2 S�(R+): (3.14)We shall now show that the property of the Hardy funtions (3.8) leadsto the semigroup time evolution. For the state � prepared as j�+i at t = 0,its time evolved state vetor is given by j�+(t)i = e�iHtj�+i. The basisketexpansion (3.13) of this vetor is then given byj�+(t)i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3 +ih+E ` `3je�iHtj�+i= X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3 +i �e�iEt�+̀̀3(E)� ; (3.15)where Eq. (3.11a) has been used to obtain the last expression. In order thatthe time evolved state j�+(t)i ful�lls the time asymmetri boundary ondition,that is in order that j�+(t)i 2 ��, its time-dependent energy wave funtione�iEt�+̀̀3(E) given in Eq. (3.15) must satisfy Eq. (3.8),Z 1�1 dE je�i(E+iy)t�+̀̀3(E + iy)j2 = Z 1�1 dE e2tyj�+̀̀3(E + iy)j2 <1: (3.16)For this integral to onverge for arbitrary large negative y, the time parameter19



t annot be negative, so that only 0 � t <1 is allowed. Hene we obtain thetime evolution of the statej�+(t)i = e�iHt j�+i for 0 � t <1 only: (3.17)This is exatly the desired semigroup time evolution (2.12a).In pratie, the square-modulus of the wave funtion, j�+̀̀3(E)j2, is in-terpreted as the energy-angular distribution of the prepared mirosystems,whih is the harateristi of preparation apparatus. For example, if the state� is prepared in suh a way that its energy wave funtion be a Hardy funtionfrom below, �+̀̀3(E) = C``3E � (a+ ib=2) 2 S�(R+); (3.18)where C``3 is omplex in general and a; b > 0, then its energy distributionfuntion f(E) is a Lorentzian funtion,f(E) � X̀̀3 j�+̀̀3(E)j2 = P``3 jC``3j2(E � a)2 + (b=2)2 ; (3.19)in whih the peak energy is given by a and the FWHM by b. The oeÆ-ients jC``3j2 desribe the angular distribution that satisfy the normalizationondition jj�+jj2 = h�+j�+i = Z 10 dE f(E) = 1; (3.20)where the de�nition (3.19) has been used.20



3.3 Transition probability and the Hardy spaefor observablesIn this setion, we will onern with a seletive measurement [28, 29, 30℄ (or�lteration) in whih a registration apparatus is designed to selet only oneof the eigenvetors of O, or a partiular linear ombination of them. Theobservable that represents the measurement is given byO = j ih j; (3.21)where j i is a normalized vetor whih an be expanded asj i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3i ``3(E): (3.22)Here  ``3(E) � hE ` `3j i is a wave funtion haraterizing the measurement7.The observable (3.21) satis�es O2 = O ; the eigenvalue of O is 1 ('aÆrma-tive') or 0 (`negative') only, with j i being the eigenvetor belonging to theeigenvalue 1 and all vetors orthogonal to j i having the eigenvalue 0. ForO is ompletely spei�ed by a vetor j i, we all Eq. (3.21) the observable  hereafter.The result one obtains for a number of seletive measurements is aBorn probability, or more ommonly alled a transition probability. In theShr�odinger piture, by substituting Eq. (3.21) into Eq. (2.3), the transition7For example, if the measurement is to selet ` = 0 eigenvetor, then  ``3(E) is nonzeroonly if ` = `3 = 0. For an observable having ontinuous eigenvalues, suh as a HamiltonianH , one an make an \almost eigenket". In the ase of Eq. (3.22), it is given by a vetor j iin whih j ``3(E)j2 has a very sharp peak with a �nite width [31℄.21



probability P(t) to detet the observable  in the state � is the speial aseof expetation value given asP(t) � hO it = h�+(t)j ih j�+(t)i = jh j�+(t)ij2 for 0 � t <1; (3.23)where the time evolved state vetor is given by Eq. (3.17). This quantityertainly is probability as it is bounded by the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality torange between 0 and 1,0 � jh j�+(t)ij2 � h j i h�+(t)j�+(t)i = 1; (3.24)provided the normalization h�+(t)j�+(t)i = h j i = 1. This inequality holdsas long as the salar produt (braket) between j i and j�+i is de�ned inpositive hermitian form [31℄.The question of immediate onern is, Is the vetor j i in the Hardyspae ��? To answer it, one has to examine the Heisenberg piture. The timeevolved observable O (t) is given by substituting Eq. (3.21) into Eq. (2.12b)as O (t) = eiHtj ih je�iHt = j (t)ih (t)j; (3.25)where we have de�ned a time evolved vetorj (t)i � eiHtj i for 0 � t <1: (3.26)This expression is similar to Eq. (2.12a) but the sign of exponent is opposite.This means that if one had taken j i 2 �� the time evolution of j (t)i would22



be for �1 < t � 0, whih ontradits Eq. (3.26). Thus the vetor j i is notan element of ��. Also, it annot be an element of the Hilbert spae eitherbeause it does not lead to the semigroup time evolution (3.26).Now for the observable  one needs yet another boundary ondition forsolutions of the Heisenberg equation (2.1b). As an be seen in Eq. (3.16), thesign of exponent is diretly onneted to the domain of analytiity of the wavefuntion, namely the lower-half energy plane, for obtaining the semigroup timeevolution for 0 � t < 1. Our previous disussion about Eq. (3.26) thereforesuggests that the wave funtion  ``3(E) in the basisket expanstion (3.22) isto be analyti in the uppper-half energy plane. Following this observation,we take the other type of Hardy funtion, the Hardy funtion analyti in theupper omplex semi-plane, or Hardy funtion from above in short [24℄, for thisenergy wave funtion8:  �̀̀3(E) 2 S+(R+) (3.27)where the supersript \�" is to indiate that  �̀̀3(E) is analyti and Hardy inthe upper-half of the omplex (energy) plane. The Hardy funtion from aboveis ommon in physis as ausal transform [3, 5℄. The energy wave funtion ofobservable  then satis�es the de�ning riterion of the Hardy funtion fromabove, Z 1�1 dE j �̀̀3(E + iy)j2 <1 for any y > 0: (3.28)
8Here S+(R+ ) � [S \ H2+℄R+ 23



And in plae of the dispersion relations (3.10), the following relation holds:Re  �̀̀3(E) = 1� P Z 1�1 d! Im  �̀̀3(!)! � E ; (3.29a)Im  �̀̀3(E) = � 1� P Z 1�1 d! Re  �̀̀3(!)! � E : (3.29b)Note that Eqs. (3.29) and (3.10) are the omplex onjugate of one another;this fat expresses a mathematial symmetry that holds among the Hardyfuntions: the omplex onjugate of a Hardy funtion from above is a Hardyfuntion from below and vie versa, �̀̀3(E) 2 S�(R+) !  �̀̀3(E) 2 S+(R+): (3.30)By omplete analogy to the ase of the state vetor, one onstruts forobservable  the RHS of Hardy funtions from above denoted by �+ � H ���+ [27℄, and we impose the boundary ondition asj �i 2 �+ � H and jE ` `3 �i 2 ��+ � H: (3.31)Here the basiskets satisfy the eigenvalue equations9H jE ` `3 �i = E jE ` `3 �i; 0 < E <1 (3.32a)L2 jE ` `3 �i = `(`+ 1) jE ` `3 �i; ` = 0; 1; 2; � � � (3.32b)L3 jE ` `3 �i = `3 jE ` `3 �i; `3 = �`;�` + 1; � � � ; `; (3.32)
9The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.32a) is H�+ . 24



with a normalizationh�E 0`0`03jE ` `3 �i = Æ(E 0 � E) Æ`0` Æ`03`3 ; (3.33)so that j �i an be written asj �i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3 +i �̀̀3(E): (3.34)In the Hardy RHS (3.31), the one-to-one orrespondene holds between theobservable  and its energy wave funtion  �̀̀3(E) � h�E ` `3j �i asj �i 2 �+  !  �̀̀3(E) 2 S+(R+): (3.35)From this, by following the same argument as in Eq. (3.15) to Eq. (3.17), timeevolution of the observable  in the Heisenberg piture is obtained asj �(t)i = eiHt j �i for 0 � t <1 only: (3.36)With this vetor, we have for the observable  O (t) = j �(t)ih �(t)j for 0 � t <1; (3.37)that is exatly the semigroup time evolution (2.12b).A physial interpretation of the wave funtion  �̀̀3(E) is suh that itssquare-modulus, j �̀̀3(E)j2, desribes energy-and-angular resolution funtionof the registration apparatus. For example, if the registration apparatus is toselet a mirosystem within the energy resolution funtion g(E) of Lorentzian25



with a peak energy at a0 and the FWHM b0,g(E) = P``3 jC 0̀`3j2(E � a0)2 + (b0=2)2 ; (3.38)then its orresponding energy wave funtion is given by �̀̀3(E) = C 0̀`3E � (a0 � ib0=2) 2 S+(R+); (3.39)where C 0̀`3 is determined to satisfy the normalizationjj �jj2 = h �j �i = Z 10 dE g(E) = 1: (3.40)In the proess of seletive measurement, a new state an be prepared.It is generally assumed in quantum mehanis that after the measurement ofan observable the mirosystem will be in a state that has been prepared bythis measurement [31℄. This means that the state prepared by the observable is suh as to have the same energy-angular distribution as j �̀̀3(E)j2, but itsstate vetor is in the Hardy spae ��. Suh a state, the state  , is uniquelyobtained by the mathematial symmetry (3.30) between Hardy funtions asj +i = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE jE ` `3 +i +̀̀3(E); (3.41)with  +̀̀3(E) � h+E` `3j +i =  �̀̀3(E) 2 S�(R+): (3.42)
26



In the ase of Eq. (3.39), for example, this wave funtion is given by +̀̀3(E) = C 0̀`3E � (a0 + ib0=2) : (3.43)Thus, as shown in Fig. 3.1, the mirosystem originally prepared in the state �\jumps" into the state  due to the measurement of the observable  . This
Preparation Apparatus Selective Mesurement

t=0t=0

with the observable ψ

State φ State ψ

for the state φFigure 3.1: Preparation of the state  with the observable  .preparation of state brings one a new ensemble of beginnings of time. In anidealized situation that the time it takes for a measurement is negligible, thisbeginnings of time would oinide with the ensemble of \ends of time" (2.7)at whih the eigenvalue 1 (`aÆrmative') of the observable O is registered,t = 0 : fT 01; T 02; � � � ; T 0Ng for the state  : (3.44)From this t = 0 the time evolution of j +i then begins.To summarize, the time asymmetri boundary ondition is a pair ofHardy RHSs, one for prepared states,j�+i 2 �� � H � ��� 3 jE ` `3 +i; (3.45a)
27



and the other for observables of seletive measurment,j �i 2 �+ � H � ��+ 3 jE ` `3 �i: (3.45b)Although the vetor spaes for states and those for observables are di�er-ent, a salar produt (braket) between their vetors, suh as h �j�+i or evenh �jE ` `3 +i, is well de�ned. This is beause salar produt is already de�nedin a linear-salar-produt spae, or pre-Hilbert spae, from whih eah of thevetor spaes in RHS is obtained by ompletion with di�erent topology (on-version of in�nite sequene). One is thus free to take a salar produt betweenany of the elements among the Hardy RHS (3.45).A salar produt of physial importane is the transformation funtionbetween basiskets of ��+ and ���:h�E 0`0`03jE ` `3 +i = S``3(E) Æ(E 0 � E) Æ`0` Æ`03`3; (3.46)where the funtion S``3(E) is the S-matrix element [32℄. It is this funtion thatharaterizes the experiment with the state � and the observable  . The tran-sition probability (3.23) with the time asymmetri boundary ondition (3.45)is given byP(t) = h�+(t)jO j�+(t)i = jh �j�+(t)ij2 in the Shr�odinger piture;= h�+jO (t)j�+i = jh �(t)j�+ij2 in the Heisenberg piture;� ja(t)j2 for 0 � t <1; (3.47)where a(t) � h �j�+(t)i = h �(t)j�+i is the time-dependent transition am-28



plitude. With the S-matrix element de�ned by Eq. (3.46), the transition am-plitude is given bya(t) = X̀̀3 Z 10 dE e�iEt  �̀̀3(E)�+̀̀3(E)S``3(E); (3.48)where Eqs. (3.11){(3.13) and Eqs. (3.32){(3.34) have been used. Due to theexponential fator e�iEt bounded for 0 � t < 1, this integral an onvergein the lower-half omplex (energy) plane, where the wave funtions,  �̀̀3(E)and �+̀̀3(E), have no singularities (by Eq. (3.30) they are both the Hardyfuntion from below). The transition amplitude a(t) is therefore determinedby singularities, e.g., poles, of the S-matrix element S``3(E) in the lower-half plane. Thus the S-matrix elements are responsible for the dynamis ofmirosystem [15℄.
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Chapter 4
Relativisti Causality andBoundary Condition
In Chapter 2, we have disussed the preparation-registration arrow time innon-relativisti quantum physis. In relativisti physis, there is a limitationon speed of propagation of signal. We will now inorporate this limitation withthe preparation-registration arrow of time and disuss the boundary onditionfor relativisti ausality.4.1 Relativisti CausalitySine the relativisti ausality involves not only time T but also spatial positionof an event X = (X1; X2; X3), it is neessary to disuss the preparation andthe registration events in spae-time. As a fundamental assumption of thespeial relativity, the time T is a reading of a synhronized lok �xed in aninertial frame and X the position of this lok [33℄. For N preparation andregistration events, i-th preparation event is reorded as a spae-time point30



denoted by XPi = (TPi ;XPi ) and the orresponding spae-time point of i-thregistration event by XRi = (TRi ;XRi ). The spae-time interval xi = (ti;xi)between i-th pair of preparation and registration events is given as shown inFig. 4.1 by ti � TRi � TPi ; (4.1a)xi �XRi �XPi for i = 1; 2; � � � ; N: (4.1b)This means that the spae-time parameter in relativisti quantum physis is
X i

PREP X i
REGFigure 4.1: i-th preparation spae-time point XPi and i-th registration spae-time point XRi .an ensemble of spae-time intervals,x = ( t;x) = f( t1;x1); ( t2;x2); � � � ; ( tN ;xN)g = fx1; x2; � � � ; xNg : (4.2)Also, all of the N preparation events are mapped onto the same point x� = 0,so in plae of the ensemble of beginnings of time they all together form theensemble of beginnings of spae-time,x� = 0 : �XP1 ; XP2 ; � � � ; XPN	 : (4.3)Now the relativisti ausality states that no signal an travel fasterthan the speed of light . This means that an inequality holds between i-th31



preparation and registration event as (TRi � TPi ) � jXRi �XPi j; (4.4)or in terms of spae-time interval ti � jxij for i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; (4.5)where the equality holds when the mirosystem onerned is a photon. Thisleads to the spae-time parameter of quantum physis to hold t� jxj � 0; (4.6)and onsequently all of the spae-time intervals for the relativisti ausalitymust be time-like, ( t)2 � x2 � 0: (4.7)Also, one has the preparation-registration arrow of time 0 � t < 1 to besatis�ed in non-trivial time evolution. To inorporate the relativisti ausalityin time evolution of states or observables, therefore, we havex2 = (t)2 � x2 � 0 with t � 0: (4.8)Thus the quantum physial spae-time evolution is restrited in the forward-light-one as shown in Fig. 4.2.The oordinate transformation that leaves Eq. (4.8) invariant between32



xµ=0

c t

  x Figure 4.2: The spae-time parameter is restrited in the forward-light-onein whih every spae-time interval between preparation and registration eventsatis�es Eq. (4.8).inertial frames is the proper-orthohronous Lorentz transformation ��� inwhih det � = 1 and �00 � 1 [17℄. With this transformation, the ensemble ofspae-time intervals x� between preparation and registration event obtainedin one inertial frame S is seen from another inertial frame S 0 asx� �! x0� = ��� x� : (4.9)On the other hand, the spae-time evolution (4.8) is a spae-time translationfrom x� = (0; 0) to x� = (t � 0;x) that took plae within the same inertialframe S. Combining the Lorentz transformation by � and the translation byx, we obtain the Poinar�e semigroup into the forward-light-one, the ausalPoinar�e semigroup [34℄, denoted byP+ � �(�; x) : det � = 1;�00 � 1; x2 � 0; t � 0	 : (4.10)This is a relativisti generalization of the semigroup time evolution we haveobtained in Chapter 2. 33



4.2 Relativisti quantum dynamisIn relativisti quantum physis, not only the time parameter t but also theposition x be a parameter rather than an observable. We thus have spae-timeparameter x that labels state vetor or observable in a dynamial piture. Thissuggests that the spae-time evolution in S frame is desribed by a dynamialequation whih is a relativisti generalization of non-relativisti dynamialequation (2.1). We take the Heisenberg piture and onsider the followingrelativisti generalization of Eq. (2.1b):�i ��x�O(x) = [P�;O(x)℄; (4.11)where P� for � = 0; 1; 2; 3 are the momentum operators1. The momentumoperators onstitute four generators of translation subgroup of the Poinar�egroup, satisfying the ommutation relation[P�; P�℄ = 0: (4.12)A general solution to Eq. (4.11) is given byO(x) = eix�P O(x0) e�ix�P y; (4.13)provided O(x0) is known.Covariane under the Lorentz transformation is desribed by an unitary
1Note that this is the equation of motion one has in quantum �eld theory [11℄.34



operator U(�) de�ned by U(�) = e i2 !�� J�� ; (4.14)where !�� is the parameter that spei�es the Lorentz transformation, andJ�� = �J�� are the six generators of Lorentz group that satisfy the followingommutation relation [17℄:[J�� ; J��℄ = �i (g��J�� + g��J�� � g��J�� � g��J��) : (4.15)The ommutation relation between P� and J�� is given by[J�� ; P�℄ = i (g��P� � g��P�) ; (4.16)and these ten generators altogether form the Poinar�e algebra. Under theLorentz transformation (4.9), the observable O transforms by U(�) and itsinverse operator U�1(�) asO0(x0) = U(�)O(x)U�1(�); (4.17)while the state vetor remains the same,j�0i = j�i: (4.18)If the observable transforms as a salar, vetor, or spinor, we write the observ-
35



able as Oa(x) and desribe its ovariane asO0a(x0) = U(�)Oa(x)U�1(�)=Xb Dab(�)Ob(x); (4.19)where Dab(�) = Æab for a salar, Dab(�) = � ba for a vetor, and Dab(�) =Sab(�) for a spinor. In partiular, the generators transform asP 0� = U(�)P� U�1(�) = ���P�; (4.20)J 0�� = U(�) J�� U�1(�) = ������J��: (4.21)The expetation value of an observable Oa(x) in a (pure) state j�i isde�ned by h�jOa(x)j�i: (4.22)This quantity transforms under the Lorentz transformation ash�0jO0a(x0)j�0i = h�jU(�)Oa(x)U�1(�)j�i=Xb Dab(�)h�jOa(x)j�i: (4.23)For a seletive measurement, one takes a salar operator that satis�es O2 (x) =O (x) as O (x) � j (x)ih (x)j: (4.24)
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The transition probability is given byP(x) = h�jO (x)j�i = jh (x)j�ij2: (4.25)This transition probability transforms as a salar under the Lorentz transfor-mation, P 0(x0) = h�0jO0 (x0)j�0i= h�jU(�)O (x)U�1(�)j�i= h�jU(�)j (x)ih (x)jU�1(�)j�i= jhU(�) (x)j�ij2= h�jO (x)j�i= P(x): (4.26)4.3 Hardy Rigged Hilbert Spaes for the ausalPoinar�e semigroupIt has been shown that one an onstrut Hardy RHSs that lead to the ausalPoinar�e semigroup (4.10) [34℄.One of the harateristis of the Hardy RHSs relativisti quantum physisis that they use so-alled veloity basis [35℄. From a momentum operator P�,one de�nes a veloity operator P̂� through the following relation:P� =M P̂�; (4.27)
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where M � pM2 is the invariant mass operator de�ned byP�P � �M2: (4.28)This means that in relativisti quantum physis the mass of a mirosystem isa quantity to be observed as an eigenvalue of the operator, rather than a givenonstant. From the ten generators of the Poinar�e group J�� and P�, one antake the following omplete set of ommuting observables (CSCO),nM2;W; P̂ ; S3;No ; (4.29)where W is another Lorentz invariant operator de�ned byW � �w2 = �w�w�; with w� � 12�����P �J��; (4.30a)P̂ and S3 are de�ned byP̂ � (P̂1; P̂2; P̂3); (4.30b)S3 �M�1U (L(p))w3 U�1 (L(p)) ; (4.30)with L(p) the Lorentz boost matrix, and N the partile speies operator (e.g.,harge, isospin). Basis kets j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i 2 ��� of the funtional spaes ���
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are de�ned to satisfy the eigenket equations [34℄,M2 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = s j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i; 0 < s0 � s <1 (4.31a)W j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = j(j + 1) j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i; j = �j`� sj; � � � ; `+ s (4.31b)P̂� j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = p̂� j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i; (4.31)Ŝ3 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = j3 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i; j3 = �j;�j + 1; � � � ; j � 1; j; (4.31d)N j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = n j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i: (4.31e)Here the veloity eigenvalue is given byp̂ = p=ps = (p̂0; p̂) = (p1 + p̂2; p̂) = ((v); (v) v); (4.32)where v is the three-veloity and (v) � 1=p1� v2,p̂ = (v)v = vp1� v2 : (4.33)The basis kets transform under the Poinar�e group asU�(�; x) j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i = e�ips p̂�x�X� Dj� j3 �W (��1; p)� j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i;(4.34)for x2 � 0 and t � 0 (� sign) or t � 0 (+ sign). With the basis kets, one hasthe Hardy RHSsj�+i 2�� � H � ��� 3 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n +i for states; (4.35a)j �i 2�+ � H � ��+ 3 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i for observables; (4.35b)39



in whih basis ket expansions for a state vetor and for an observable vetorare given byj�+i =Xjj3n Z 1s0 ds Z d3p̂2p̂0 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n +i�+jj3n(s; p̂); (4.36a)j �i =Xjj3n Z 1s0 ds Z d3p̂2p̂0 j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i �jj3n(s; p̂); (4.36b)where the wave funtions are de�ned by�+jj3n(s; p̂) � h+ [s; j℄p̂ j3 nj�+i 2 ~S�(Rs0 )
 S(R3); (4.37a) �jj3n(s; p̂) � h� [s; j℄p̂ j3 nj �i 2 ~S+(Rs0 )
 S(R3): (4.37b)These wave funtions satisfy dispersion relations for state wave funtion,Re �+jj3n(s; p̂) = � 1� P Z 1�1 ds0 Im �+jj3n(s0; p̂)s0 � s ; (4.38a)Im �+jj3n(s; p̂) = 1� P Z 1�1 ds0 Re �+jj3n(s0; p̂)s0 � s ; (4.38b)and for observable wave funtion,Re  �jj3n(s; p̂) = 1� P Z 1�1 ds0 Im  �jj3n(s0; p̂)s0 � s ; (4.39a)Im  �jj3n(s; p̂) = � 1� P Z 1�1 ds0 Re  �jj3n(s0; p̂)s0 � s : (4.39b)The Hardy RHSs (4.35) ompletely ful�ll a requirement from the Poinar�esemigroup (4.8). In the Heisenberg piture, time evolution of a mirosystem
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in S frame is desribed by a time evolved operator,O (x) = j �(x)ih �(x)j; (4.40)where j �(x)i = U(I; x) j �i for x2 � 0 and t � 0: (4.41)The wave funtion of this spae-time dependent observable vetor is given by �jj3n(s; p̂; x) � h�[s; j℄p̂ j3 nj �(x)i (4.42a)= h�[s; j℄p̂ j3 njU(I; x) �i (4.42b)= h �jU�(I; x)j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i (4.42)= e�ix�p̂psh �j[s; j℄p̂ j3 n �i (4.42d)= eix�p̂ps  �jj3n(s; p̂): (4.42e)For this funtion to be the Hardy funtion from above, it has to be boundedby Z 1�1 ds jeix�p̂ps  �jj3n(s; p̂)j2 = Z 1�1 ds e�2x�p̂ Imps j �jj3n(s; p̂)j2 <1: (4.43)This integral onverges only whenx � p̂ Imps � 0: (4.44)
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Sine s is in the upper-half s plane, Imps � 0, Eq. (4.44) requires thatt0 � x � p̂ = (t� v � x) � 0: (4.45)Here t0 is the time-interval between preparation and registration seen fromthe instantaneous \rest frame" S 0 of a mirosystem moving with a veloityv relative to S frame. Sine this Lorentz boost leaves invariant both thetime order and the spae-time interval, one onludes that the spae-timeevolution (4.45) is possible only within the forward-light-one.The transition probability is given byP(x) = jh �n0(x)j�+n ij2 � jan0n(x)j2 for x2 � 0 and t � 0. (4.46)where we have de�ned the transition amplitude by an0n(x) � h �n0(x)j�+n i. Nowwe de�ne the S-matrix element Sn0njj3 (s; p̂) as follows:h�[s0; j 0℄ p̂0 j 03 n0j[s; j℄ p̂ j3 n +i � Sn0njj3 (s; p̂)Æ(s0 � s) 2p̂0Æ3(p̂0 � p̂) Æj0j Æj03j3:(4.47)By the basis-ket expansion, we obtain an expression of the transition amplitudein terms of the S-matrix element,an0n(x) =Xjj3 Z 1s0 ds Z d3p̂2p̂0 e�ips x�p̂  �jj3n0(s; p̂)�+jj3n(s; p̂)Sn0njj3 (s; p̂): (4.48)This is a relativisti generalization of Eq. (3.48).
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Chapter 5
Deaying State
One of the great advantages of using the Hardy spaes is that the funtionalspae ��+ ontains the Gamow vetors. G. Gamow [36℄ explained � deay ofa nuleus by introduing a \state vetor" j�Gi whose time evolution would bej�G(t)i = e�i(ER�i�=2)t j�Gi; (5.1)where ER > 0 and � > 0. The survival probability then diminishes obeyingthe exponential deay law,jh�Gj�G(t)ij2 = e�� t jh�Gj�Gij2: (5.2)In spite of this attrative feature, the Gamow state has been onsidered onlyas a heuristi tool for the desription of deaying phenomena. There are tworeasons for this. First, the Gamow state has a omplex energy eigenvalue pro-hibited from the selfadjointness of a Hamiltonian on the Hilbert spae. Seond,if the time t is taken to extend over �1 < t <1, as is the ase of the Hilbert43



spae, the time evolution (5.1) leads to the \exponential atastrophe" [37℄. Inwhat follows, we shall show the funtional spae ��+ solves these problems.5.1 Complex eigenvalues, Gamow ket, and ex-ponential deay lawIn Chapter 3, (generalized) eigenvalue equations for a Hamiltonian in theHardy RHS �� � H � ��� has been introdued by Eqs. (3.11) and (3.32).We here disuss their possible (generalized) eigenvalues.In the funtional spae ��+ the generalized eigenvalue equation is de�nedby the following equation [31℄:hH �jz ` `3 �i = h �jH�jz ` `3 �i = z h �jz ` `3 �i = z  �̀̀3(z) : (5.3)Now the only restrition on Eq. (5.3), i.e., on H�, is the boundary ondi-tion (3.35). To determine the eigenvalue z of this H�, we use the followinganalytiity of the Hardy funtions: as implied in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.29), theomplex onjugate of a Hardy funtion from below is a Hardy funtion fromabove and vie versa, �̀̀3(z) 2 S+(R+) for z 2 C +  !  �̀̀3(z) 2 S�(R+) for z 2 C � : (5.4)From this follows that sine jH �i 2 �+ the very left-hand side of Eq. (5.3),hH �jz�i = h�zjH �i, is the Hardy funtion from below S�(R+), i.e., it is
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analyti in the lower-half plane, and so is the very right-hand side,z  �̀̀3(z) 2 S�(R+): (5.5)This allows the generalized eigenvalue z to extend over the whole lower-halfomplex plane C � . Thus we obtain the eigenket and the generalized eigenvaluein ��+ asH� jz ` `3 �i = z jz ` `3 �i for z = E + iy with y < 0 and �1 < E <1:(5.6)In the same manner as from Eq. (5.3) to Eq. (5.6) for a vetor in the Hardyspae j�+i 2 ��, we obtain the eigenket in ��� with the generalized eigenvaluesextending over the whole upper-half plane C + ,H� jz ` `3 +i = z jz ` `3 +i for z = E + iy with y > 0 and �1 < E <1:(5.7)Hene in the spae ��� one has the eigenkets jz ` `3 �i 2 ��� not onlywith ontinuous real but also with omplex eigenvalues z 2 C � . From theseeigenkets, the eigenkets (3.11a) and (3.32a) are obtained asjE ` `3 �i = jz ` `3 �i for y ! �0. (5.8)As the speial ase of Eq. (5.6), the ket representing a deaying mi-
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rosystem alled Gamow ket is de�ned in ��+ byH� jzR ` `3 �i = (ER � i�=2 ) jzR ` `3 �i; (5.9)where ER > 0 and � > 01. The time evolution of the Gamow ket is given byjzR ` `3 (t)�i = e�iH�t jzR ` `3 �i = e�i(ER�i�=2)t jzR ` `3 �i; (5.10)that is the same as Eq. (5.1) of the deaying \state" that Gamow has envi-sioned. In the Hardy RHSs (3.45) one an see that 	state (= ��) being a densesubspae of ��+ via the Hilbert spae, 	state � ��+. This shows the possibilitythat the Gamow ket be a onstituent of a state vetor.A pure state that represents a deaying mirosystem prepared by anexperimental apparatus needs to be desribed by a vetor j�+i 2 ��. It hasbeen shown that with assoiation to resonane poles of a S-matrix element, atime dependent state vetor is expanded by Gamow kets as [15℄j�+(t)i = NRXn=1 jzRn �ie�izRn t + jB�(t)i; (5.11)where NR is the number of resonane poles and where jB�i, alled the bak-ground term, is de�ned byjB�(t)i � X̀̀3 Z �10 dE jE ` `3 �ih�E ` `3j�+(t)i: (5.12)(Sine a resonane or a deay ours in a ertain value of angular momen-tum, the labels ` and `3 are suppressed in Gamow kets in Eq. (5.11).) The1As we will see shortly, Gamow ket is assoiated with an S-matrix pole46



expansion (5.11) is alled the omplex basis ket expansion [13℄.The deay phenomenon of a mirosystem is a transition from a mi-rosystem to the other mirosystem, the deay produts. This transition isdesribed by a yes-or-no observable j �i 2 �+ whih represents the deayproduts. For simpliity, if only one Gamow ket appears in the omplex ba-sis ket expansion (5.11) (with NR = 1), the transition probability that theunstable state has deayed into the deay produts is given by substitutingEq. (5.11) into Eq. (3.23) asP(t) = je�i(ER�i�=2)t h �jzR �i+ h �jB�(t)ij2= e�� t jh �jzR �ij2 + jh �jB�(t)ij2 + 2Re�h �jzR �ihB�(t)j �i	 :(5.13)where in the last line the �rst term desribes the exponential deay law whereasthe seond and the third terms desribe the deviation from the exponentialdeay law. If the amplitude h �jB�(t)i is too small to detet, then an ap-proximation alled Weisskopf-Wigner treatment [38℄ is obtained,P(t) ' e�� t jh �jzR �ij2: (5.14)This is not su�ered from \exponential atastrophe" beause the transitionprobability (5.13) or (5.14) is given only for t � 0.In the following setion, we will use the deomposition (5.11) generalizedto the relativisti ase [34, 39℄.
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5.2 Relativisti Gamow vetor assoiated toS-matrix poleIn this setion we derive relativisti Gamow vetors from S-matrix poles anddisuss a spae-time dependent transition probability [34℄. Sine our derivationonerns only with s-variable, we introdue the following simpli�ed notationsof the veloity basis ket: js�i � j[s; j℄ p̂ j3 n �i: (5.15)The basisket expansions in this simpli�ed notation are given byj�+i = Z 1s0 ds js+i�+(s); (5.16a)j �i = Z 1s0 ds js�i �(s): (5.16b)The transition amplitude at x = 0 is expressed asa(0) � h �j�+i = Z 1s0 ds  �(s)�+(s)S(s)= Z 1s0 ds h(s)S(s); (5.17)where we have de�ned the produt of wave funtions h(s) ash(s) �  �(s)�+(s) 2 ~S \ H1�js0 (5.18)Suppose the S-matrix is analyti in the lower-half s-plane exept at two �rst-order poles, sR1 and sR2 , on the lower-half s-plane, so that it behaves around48



s � sRi for i = 1; 2 likeS(s) = ris� sRi + S(0)i + S(1)i (s� sRi) + � � � : (5.19)The transition amplitude is then given byh �j�+i = �IC1 ds + IC2 ds + Z �1s0 ds + ZR1 ds �h(s)S(s) (5.20)where R1 is a large semiirle extending in the lower-half s-plane. Sine thefuntion h(s)S(s) diminishes like polynomial for R1, we have the last term ofEq. (5.20) vanishes, ZR1 ds h(s)S(s) = 0: (5.21)The third term of Eq. (5.20) is alled the bakground term, and it an berewritten [40℄ by using the van Winter theorem for Hardy funtions asZ �1s0 ds h(s)S(s) = Z 1s0 ds h(s) b(s); (5.22)where b(s) is a Mellin transformation of S(s). This integral an be furtherrewritten by restoring the de�nition (5.18) ash �j�bgi � Z 1s0 ds h �js�i b(s); (5.23)and omitting the arbitrary vetor j �i 2 �+ asj�bgi � Z 1s0 ds js�i b(s): (5.24)49



We refer this as the bakground ket. The �rst and seond terms of Eq. (5.20),that we all pole terms, an be written asICi ds h(s)S(s) = ICi ds h(s) ris� sRi : (5.25)The right-hand-side of Eq. (5.25) an be written in two di�erent ways:ICi ds h(s) ris� sRi = �2�i h(sRi) by Cauhy integral (5.26a)= Z 1�1 ds h(s) ris� sRi by Tithmash theorem (5.26b)By realling the de�nitions (5.18) and (5.16), and dropping the arbitraryvetor j �i, we obtain from the equality (5.26) thatjsRi �i = i Z 1�1 ds2� js�i �+(s)�+(sRi) ris� sRi : (5.27)We all this relativisti Gamow vetor [34℄. Eventually, the vetor j�+i iswritten by Eqs. (5.27) and (5.24) asj�+i = jsR1 �i+ jsR2 �i+ j�bgi: (5.28)The spae-time dependent transition amplitude is given bya(x) = h �(x)j�+i= h �(x)jsR1 �i+ h �(x)jsR2 �i+ h �(x)j�bgi: (5.29)Now we alulate the time evolution of a relativisti Gamow vetor. Sine thetime evolution of Gamow vetor depends upon not only the pole sR but also50



the veloity p̂, we temporarily restore the veloity p̂ for this alulation.h �(x)jsRi ; p̂�i = i Z 1�1 ds2� Z d3p̂2p̂0 h �(x)js; p̂ �i �+(s; p̂)�+(sRi ; p̂) ris� sRi (5.30a)= i Z 1�1 ds2� Z d3p̂2p̂0 h �je�ix�P�js; p̂�i �+(s; p̂)�+(sRi ; p̂) ris� sRi(5.30b)= i Z 1�1 ds2� Z d3p̂2p̂0 e�ips x�p̂ �(s; p̂) �+(s; p̂)�+(sRi ; p̂) ris� sRi (5.30)Here we assume the wave funtion j �(s; p̂)j2 or j�+(s; p̂)j2 has a strong peakaround a partiular value of veloity p̂0. Then the above expression is approx-imated as ' i Z 1�1 ds2� e�ipsx�p̂0 �(s; p̂0) �+(s; p̂0)�+(sRi ; p̂0) ris� sRi (5.30d)= e�ips x�p̂0 h �jsRi ; p̂0 �i: (5.30e)With the understanding that jsRi �i = jsRi; p̂0 �i and p̂ ' p̂0, we havea(x) = e�ipsR1x�p̂ h �jsR1 �i+ e�ipsR2x�p̂ h �jsR2 �i+ h �(x)j�bgi (5.31)Thus we have superposition of two exponential time evolutions of Gamow ve-tor and non-exponential time evolution of the bakground amplitude h �(x)j�bgi.The transition probability that one observes prepared n eigen-state is
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observed to be the observable with n0 is given byPn0n(x) = jan0n(x)j2 (5.32a)= je�ipsR1x�p̂ h �jsR1 �i+ e�ipsR2x�p̂ h �jsR2 �i+ h �(x)j�bgij2(5.32b)= je�ipsR1x�p̂ h �jsR1 �ij2 + je�ipsR2x�p̂ h �jsR2 �ij2 + Pn0nnon�exp(x);(5.32)where Pn0nnon�exp(x) is the ontribution to the probability from interfereneterms and bakground terms. Here if one parameterizes the S-matrix pole assRi = (MRi � i�Ri=2)2 with MRi > 0 and �Ri > 0; (5.33)then the time evolution of eah of the amplitudes from a Gamow vetor isgiven by h �(x)jsRi �i = e�i(MRi�i�Ri=2) x�p̂h �jsRi �i (5.34a)= e�iMRi x�p̂e��Ri x�p̂=2h �jsRi �i: (5.34b)Substituting this into Eq. (5.32), the transition probability is given byPn0n(t;x) = e��R1(t�v�x) jh �jsR1 �ij2 + e��R2(t�v�x) jh �jsR2 �ij2 + Pn0nnon�exp(x)(5.35)This is the relativisti generalization of the exponential deay law. The tran-sition probability is being evaluated at p̂ = p̂0 = (v0)v0, one an perform aLorentz boost to the rest frame of the mirosystem in whih the time is the52



proper time � of the mirosystem,� = 0(t� v0 � x): (5.36)In this inertial frame, the transition probability is given byPn0n(�) = e��=�1 jh �jsR1 �ij2 + e��=�2 jh �jsR2 �ij2 + Pn0nnon�exp(�); (5.37)where we have de�ned the lifetime for eah of the unstable states,�i � 1=�Ri; for i = 1; 2. (5.38)We will use this formula to disuss the neutral kaon experiment and the Z-boson resonane.5.3 The neutral kaon deay experimentIn order to illustrate the usage of the Hardy spaes we disuss the neutral kaondeay experiment. In partiular, we shall fous on the lifetime measurementof the short-lived omponent of the neutral kaon.5.3.1 The measurement of the lifetime of regeneratedKSIn reent years, preise measurements of the lifetime of the short-lived kaonKS(and also other physial quantities suh as the mass di�erene in KS and KL)has been made using the tehnique of the oherent regeneration of KS [41℄.53



In suh an experiment a K0 beam is �rst produed and then it is let oast invauum for many mean lifetimes of KS (�s = 0:895�10�10se) so that only itslong-lived omponent KL (�L = 5:17� 10�8se) is left. This pure KL beam isimpinged on a slab of material, suh as boron arbide, alled the regenerator(Fig. 5.1). Sine by the strong interation the K0 omponent of the KL is wellabsorbed in the regenerator while its K0 omponent almost goes free throughthe material, the KS is regenerated. The remarkable feature of this proessis that these KS and KL are oherent in this forward sattering and they arevery muh in the same angular distribution as that of the original inident KLbeam [41℄. As a �nal produt one obtains an kaon beam of oherent mixtureof KL and KS emerging from the regenerator.
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Drift ChambersFigure 5.1: The kaon regeneration experiment. The kaon beam after theregenerator is a oherent mixture of KS and KL. O is the downstream edgeof the regenerator, and Pi is the deay vertex of i-th kaon reonstruted fromthe trajetories of the �+i ��i pair.As shown in Fig. 5.1, the regenerated kaon beam immediately proeedsto the vauum deay volume, and its deay produts are observed by detetorsloated downstream. For the measurement of the lifetime of KS, the detetorsare designed to observe the 2� deay modes. To be spei�, let us fous onthe harged 2� deay, KS ! �+��. The pairs of �+ and �� deayed from54



the kaon beam are deteted by a series of drift hambers that register tra-jetories and momenta of the individual pions. The deay vertexes of kaon,fP1;P2; � � � ;PNg, are reonstruted from the obtained data set by extrapolat-ing the trajetories of the orresponding pion pairs, and the momenta of kaonfp1;p2; � � � ;pNg are determined by invoking the onservation rule,pi = p+i + p�i ; (5.39)where p+i and p�i are the momenta of i-th �+ and ��, respetively. With thesedeay vertexes and the momenta in hand, one alulates the proper times �iof individual i-th kaon using the relativisti kinematis,�i = mdijpij ; (5.40)where m is the mass of the kaon2, and di is the distane from the edge of theregenerator to the i-th reonstruted deay vertex, di = OPi. Finally, the setof proper times for N events of individual kaon deay is obtained,f�1; �2; � � � ; �Ng ; (5.41)with N being the order of 106, the order of magnitude of the number of kaonsin the beam.The lifetime �S for the �+�� mode is extrated from the observed propertimes (5.41) by data �tting with the phenomenologial formula of the instan-2There is a mass-di�erene �m between KS and KL but it is totally negligible for thiskinematis; �m=m = 0:7� 10�14. 55



taneous rate R(�) for kaon deays [41℄,R(�) / j� e��=2�S+i�m� + � e��=2�L j2; (5.42)where � is alled the KS amplitude determined by the regeneration proess, �is alled the KL amplitude, and �m is the mass di�erene in KS and KL. Thisformula an further be simpli�ed. Beause KL lives about 500 times longerthan KS, the events observed lose to the regenerator would be dominatedby deays of KS. On this basis, we selet from Eq. (5.41) those events ofsmall proper time, e.g., � < 10 �S, for the extration of the KS lifetime. Inaddition, the regenerator is designed so that the regeneration amplitude ofj�=�j2 � O(100) is ahieved [41℄, meaning that KS is more opious than KLaround the edge of regenerator. Therefore these seleted events are fairlyonsidered as only from KS deays, then Eq. (5.42) redues toR(�) / j�j2 e��=�S for small � : (5.43)In the following setion, we will reprodue the same formula by quantummehanis with the time-asymmetri boundary onditions.5.3.2 Preparation of the neutral kaon and registrationof its deayThe analysis of the experiment just briey desribed is mostly based on theaount that kaons and pions behave as (lassial) partiles. Here we shallgive a quantum mehanial aount to the experiment, namely in terms of thestates and observables. 56



Kaons are prepared by the regenerator3 in the same quantum state j�+Ki.This preparation is ompleted at the edge of the regenerator (O in Fig. 5.1)from whih the kaons emerge. Therefore the ensemble beginnings of time t = 0of this quantum state is the ensemble of laboratory times at whih the kaonstart to emerge4,t = 0 : fT1; T2; � � � ; TNg at the edge of the regenerator O: (5.44)After this point O of preparation, the kaons propagate in vauum, so they areleft free of any inuene besides the weak interation in themselves.The kaon state j�+Ki desribes a oherent mixture of KS and KL. Thismeans that it is to be written, aording to the superposition priniple, by alinear ombination of the vetors desribing eah of these omponents. This isahieved by the omplex basis vetor expansion with two relativisti Gamowkets jKS �i and jKL �i satisfying the (generalized) eigenvalue equations [34℄,H� jKS;L �i =  �mS;L � i2�S;L� jKS;L �i; (5.45)where  is the Lorentz fator, and mS and mL are the masses of KS and KL,respetively. In terms of these Gamow kets the kaon state vetor is expanded
3To a good approximation, we have negleted the reoil of the nulei of the regeneratorin the forward sattering with KL.4Note that this t = 0 applies not only to a single run, but also to a whole runs of theexperiment; the number of elements in the ensemble is the number of the total events thatreorded in the period of the experiment performed under the same ondition. (This isno longer the ase, however, if any settings of beam, regenerator, or any other preparationrelated variables are signi�antly hanged.) 57



as5 j�+Ki = jKS �i+ jKL �i+ jB�Ki; (5.46)where jB�Ki is the bakground term [34℄ similar to Eq. (5.12). In the Shr�odingerpiture, this vetor will evolve in time. If we are on the rest-frame of the kaonthen  = 1 holds and the time parameter t is taken to be the proper time� of the kaon. Then from Eqs. (3.17), (5.45) and (5.46), we obtain the timeevolution of state in the rest-frame,j�+K(�)i = e�i(mS�i=2�S)� jKS �i+ e�i(mL�i=2�L)� jKL �i+ jB�K(�)i for � � 0:(5.47)The registration of the kaon deay into �+�� is desribed by the yes-or-no observable j ��+��i 2 �+ as whether the kaon has deayed (yes) or not (no).This observable, however, does not represent atual measurements by the seriesof drift hambers, beause the kaon deays in vauum without being \lookedat" [13℄; the deay is \observed" only afterword as a reonstruted vertexextrated from the data of the pions. Thus the disturbane aompanyingthis \observation" made on the mirosystem (kaon) is not due to interationwith a measuring apparatus but due to the weak interation responsible forthe spontaneous deay of the mirosystem. On this basis, the deay of thekaon state j�+Ki is desribed by the registration of the observable j ��+��i atthe various laboratory timesfT 01; T 02; � � � ; T 0Ng at the respetive deay vertexes fP1;P2; � � � ;PNg; (5.48)5By the approximation that the momentum spread of the kaon is very small [34℄.58



whih de�nes the ends of time evolution of the kaon state. Thus we have theproper time intervals during whih eah of the kaons is left undisturbed, i.e.,undeayed, as f�1; �2; � � � ; �Ng; (5.49)eah of whih is de�ned by�i = T 0i � Tii with i = pp2i +m2m : (5.50)This set of time intervals is exatly the same as Eq. (5.41).The transition probability that the observable j ��+��i is found in thestate j�+Ki is given by P(�) = jh ��+��j�+K(�)ij2: (5.51)This reprodues the formula for the deay rate (5.43). Before we substitutethe expression of the state (5.47) into Eq. (5.51), let us here make some ap-proximations. Sine the probability that KL deays into �+ �� is negligiblysmall6 ompared to that of KS, we havejh ��+��jKLij2 � jh ��+��jKSij2: (5.52)We also assume that the e�et of the bakground term is too small to be
6The fration of the CP violating modes is O(10�3).59



observed, namely, jh ��+��jB�ij2 � jh ��+��jKSij2: (5.53)By substituting Eq. (5.47) along with these approximations into the transitionprobability (5.51), we obtainP(�) �= e��=�S jh ��+��jKSij2: (5.54)From this, the deay rate is given byR(�) = �dP(�)d� = jh ��+�� jKSij2�S e��=�S : (5.55)Beause the KS ux depends on the regenerator, jh ��+�� jKSij2 / j�j2 holdsand we reprodue Eq. (5.43).5.4 Determination of Mass and Width of Z-bosonAnother appliation of the relativisti Gamow vetor is a non-perturbativedesription of relativisti resonane [34, 43℄.The Z-boson is observed as a resonane around ps = 91GeV in sat-tering ross-setion of the eletron-positron beam olliding experiment [42℄,e+ + e� �! Z0 �! f + �f; (5.56)where f and �f are a fermion and its anti-fermion respetively. For the stan-60



dard model �t, the mass and width of the Z-boson are extrated from thesattering ross-setion using an amplitude derived from the on-the-mass-shellrenormalization sheme [42℄. This sheme was reognized in 1991 to be gaugedependent in the next-to-the-next of the leading order of perturbation, so thatthe on-the-mass-shell de�nition of mass and width are not gauge invariant [44℄.On the other hand, a model independent and a more ompelling de�nition ofmass and width of the Z-boson is given by the S-matrix pole de�nition [45℄.This de�nition uses the following ross-setion formula:�0tot(s) � gfs + jf (s�M 2Z) + rf s(s�M2Z)2 +M2Z�2Z (5.57)with f = had, e, �, � :Here the parameter (for the fermion f) gf desribes the photon exhange, rfmeasures the Z-peak height desribing the Z-exhange, and jf desribes thephoton-Z-boson interferene. The massMZ and width �Z by this formula aregiven by [42℄ MZ = 91:1526� 0:0023 GeV; (5.58a)�Z = 2:4945� 0:0024 GeV: (5.58b)Now the question arises: Is 1=�Z the lifetime of Z-boson?In order to examine it, we reprodue the total ross-setion formula (5.57)from our S-matrix element in Eq. (5.17). We begin with the transition ampli-
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tude at x = 0, a(x = 0) = h �j�+i; (5.59)where �+ is the state prepared by the e+e� aelerator, and  � is the observ-able representing f �f detetor. By Eqs. (5.28), (5.23), and (5.26b), the statevetor j�+i is expanded with the two relativisti Gamow vetors and expressedas h �j�+i = h �jsR1 �i+ h �jsR2 �i+ h �j�bgi= Z 1�1 ds h(s)� r1s� sR1 + r1s� sR1�+ Z 1s0 ds h(s) b(s): (5.60)From this, for the physial energy s0 � s <1, we have the S-matrix elementS(s) = r1s� sR1 + r1s� sR1 + b(s): (5.61)Now, let us de�ne the sattering ross-setion by the following equation:�(s) � f(s) jS(s)j2; (5.62)where the partiular form of the funtion f(s) depends upon the onventionfor the de�nition of the S-matrix. By substituting Eq. (5.61) into Eq. (5.62),we obtain �(s) = f(s) ���� r1s� sR1 + r2s� sR2 + b(s)����2 : (5.63)Further, we take f(s) / s, and onsider a photon  as sR1 and Z-boson as sR2 ,62



so that sR1 = �i�; (5.64a)sR2 =M 2Z � iMZ�Z; (5.64b)where � is a positive in�nitesimal. Negleting the bakground term b(s), we�nally obtain an expression for the sattering ross-setion,�(s) � r21s + 2r1r2(s�M2Z) + r22 s(s�M2Z)2 +M2Z�2Z ; (5.65)for r1 and r2 real. If one takes gf / r21, jf / 2r1r2, and rf / r22, thisbeomes the formula (5.57). Note that the parameterization (5.64b) of Z-boson resonane pole was ruial for the reprodution of Eq. (5.65). But thisparameterization is di�erent from Eq. (5.33) that identi�es the lifetime of theunstable state with �2 � 1=�R2 in the exponential deay law (5.37). Hene weonlude that 1=�Z is not the lifetime of Z-boson.The numerial values for MR and �R are, however, immediately ob-tained from the experimentally extrated values (5.58). This is beause thetwo real parameters, MZ and �R, uniquely loate the omplex pole positionsR2 whih an be orretly re-parameterized by MR and �R assR2 =M2Z � iMZ�Z = (MR � i�R=2)2 : (5.66)
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By solving this equation, we obtainMR =MZ ��Z�R�= 91:1611� 0:0023 GeV (5.67a)�R =MZs2�q1 + (�Z=MZ)2 � 1�= 2:4943� 0:0024 GeV (5.67b)Thus aording to the exponential deay law, the MR and �R must be thede�nitions of mass and width of the Z-boson so that the lifetime �2 is to begiven by �Z � 1=�R, i.e., by the inverse width as predited by Eq. (5.37) withEq. (5.38).The standard parameters used for the analysis of the experimental dataare neither the (MZ;�Z) nor the (MR;�R) but the on-the-mass-shell values(MZ ;�Z) [42℄ obtained from a �t of the ross-setion to be�0tot � Gs + sR + (s�M2Z) Jjs�M2Z + is�Z=MZj2 : (5.68)Thus mass value: MZ = 91:1875� 0:0021GeV; (5.69a)�Z = 2:4939� 0:0024GeV; (5.69b)di�ers signi�antly from the value (5.67a) predited by the lifetime-width re-lation �Z = 1=�R. While a numerial di�erenes among �Z , �Z, and �R arewithin the unertainty, the mass value MR di�ers signi�antly from MZ and64



MZ [43℄.
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Chapter 6
Conlusion
From the ausality ondition of quantum physis, we have arrived at a non-perturbative desription of deaying state by the relativisti Gamow vetor.The ruial point was that the time parameter t was revealed to be an ensembleof time intervals of experimenter's lok, and beause of that it needs to belower bounded as 0 � t < 1. Suh time evolution of states and observableswas desribed not by the Hilbert spae but by the time-asymmetri boundaryonditions, a pair of Hardy rigged Hilbert spaes whih an be haraterized byenergy wave funtions satisfying dispersion relations. In the relativisti regime,the parameter t was extended to the spae-time parameter x. The Hardyrigged Hilbert spaes were extended to inorporate the relativisti ausality.They provided us with the omplex eigenkets whih enabled us to desribea deaying state as the relativisti Gamow vetor assoiated to the S-matrixpole.
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Appendix A
Hardy funtions
In this appendix, we briey present some of the properties of Hardy fun-tions [24℄ relevant to this dissertation.The Hardy funtion from above h+ and the from below h� are analytifuntions satisfying the following square-integrability:Z 1�1 d! jh�(! � i)j2 = k <1 for any �xed  > 0; (A.1)where k depends on a partiular form of the funtion h�. This is neessaryand suÆient ondition for the Hilbert transform to hold1,Re h�(!) = � 1� P Z 1�1 d!0 Im h�(!0)!0 � ! ; (A.2a)Im h�(!) = � 1� P Z 1�1 d!0 Re h�(!0)!0 � ! : (A.2b)This relation expliitly shows that a Hardy funtion annot take a pure realor pure imaginary value exept for zero on the whole real lines, but it generally1See Se. 10.2 of Ref. [7℄. 67



takes nonzero omplex values. The omplex onjugate of the Hardy funtionfrom above (below) is the Hardy funtion from below (above), i.e., h� 2S�(R+).Hardy funtions an be generated with the Paley-Wiener theorem. Sup-pose there is a square-integrable funtion f(t) whih vanishes for negativevalues of t, i.e., f(t) = �(t)f(t) holds,jjf jj2 = Z 1�1 dt jf(t)j2 = Z 10 dt jf(t)j2 <1: (A.3)The Paley-Wiener theorem of Hardy funtion states that Hardy funtionsh�(!) on the real axis are obtained from the Fourier transform of f(t) ash�(!) = Z 1�1 dt e�i!tf(t) = Z 10 dt e�i!tf(t): (A.4)By the Tithmarsh theorem of Hardy funtion, these funtions are guaranteedto be analyti, in the upper half plane for h+ and in the lower half plane forh�, as h�(! � i) = � 12�i Z 1�1 d!0 h�(!0)!0 � (! � i) for  > 0: (A.5)Thus one obtains various Hardy funtions by performing the integral (A.4) forvarious f(t). Some of the simple examples are:� For f(t) = �(t) ei(a+ib) t, one obtainsh�(!) = i(a+ ib)� ! for b > 0 and a real: (A.6)The square modulus of this Hardy funtion is a Lorentzian funtion.68



� For f(t) = �(t) e�b t sin (a t), one obtainsh�(!) = aa2 + (b� i!)2 for b > 0 and a real (A.7)This Hardy funtion has been used in lassial eletrodynamis to de-sribe the propagation of light in a dispersive medium [26℄, where thephysis terminology \dispersion relations" for Eq. (A.2) omes from.
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